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GENERAL INFORMATION
The electrical transcriptions in this catalog are
designed primarily for 15-minute radio programs. They are also
adapted for use with suitable reproducing equipment (turntable
must revolve at 33-l/S R.P.Ma) before clubs* mass meetings or
any gathering interested in health subjects.
This catalog consists of two parts:
PART I

(Next succeeding 8 pages, Records

No,

4078 to 366)

These records arc described on th$ next page.

They may be purchased for $2.50 each.
They may be rented for $1.00 for the first
public presentation.

(F 0 r rental cost of subsequent presentations, inquire
of the undersigned, giving full particulars of intended use.)
PART II

(Records No* 374 and following, listed

on yellow pages.,)

These records are described on the first page of this
section of the catalog.

They may bo purchased for $3,50 each.
They may be rented for $1,50 for the first
public presentation.

(For rental cost of subsequent presentations, inquire
of the undersigned, giving full particulars of intended use.)
The New York State Department of Health does not sell
or rent these recordings directly, hut has made arrangements for
their sale at the same price the Department pays for each record,
and for their rental at the nominal fee noted above.
The sale or rental of these records is subject to
approval of the State Department of Health. Therefore, please
make all applications for purchase or rental to the undersigned,
hut do not send payments with applications.

generally,
apply to

For further information concerning these recordings
individual records, subject matter, or other details,

Thomas C. Sto^oll
Assistant Director of Public Health Education
State Department of Health
Albany, New Y0 rk

CATALOG OF
ELECTRICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS
of
RADIO HEALTH PLAYS
NOTE:

Recordings listed in this catalog include plays only, with no
opening or closing announcements and no mention of the New York
State Department of Health. Approximate playing time of each of
these records is ten minutes. Special opening and closing
announcements accompany each record which may he revised easily
to meet any special broadcasting or reproducing needs.
In addition to the recordings in this catalog, the Department
has 23 other recordings of plays of THE HEALTH HUNTERS series
including opening and closing announcements to fill a full
15-minute period. These are not included in the catalog
because they are not suitable for any use except broadcasting
in New York State.
A few records which are of exceptionally good ouality or have
proved particularly popular are indicated by a star. (*)

4078

Grandpa Pepper Dissipates

Health News; improving health
conditions in the State.
(Should he used after No. 4079)

4079

Grandpa Pepper Learns About

Self medication and worthless
patent medicine ’’cures’’.

"Rheuraatiz’’

4080

Dr.

Jones Proves a Good

Facts and advice on measles.

Prophet

4081

Lucy Felton is ’’Threatened

with Pneumonia"

4083

Aunt Gusty Learns About

Vital Statistics

4084

Bess Tries a Food Experiment

Capillary bronchitis, colds and
pneumonia.

The meaning and value of vital
statistics.
Suggestions on healthful and

economical foods.
4086

A New Kind of Spelling Bee

Public health terms and information.

4087

A Tragedy in Utopia

Venereal diseases and sex instruc-

The Health Officer’s Leisure

Duties of a health officer.

4088

tion for children.

Hour

4089

A Temper Tantrum is Solved

Classes for hard of hearing and

deaf children.

4090

Mother’s

4091

Bohhy to the Rescue

Day in Utopia

The real meaning of

Mother’s

Dangers of carbon monoxide
poisoning.

Day.

4092

A Soda Fountain Probe

The Sanitary Corle requirements for
posting milk notices in eating
■places; advantages of pasteurized
milk.

4093

Pound in Time

The importance of early diagnosis of
tuberculosis„

4094

Patriotism, War and Typhoid

The successful war against typhoid
(Memorial Day story),

4095

Soring in the Air

"Spring fever" and dangerous or
worthless "spring tonics” versus
the real, spring tonic.

4096

Sam Pel ton Gets a "Big Kick"

Triads and tribulations of the
country doctor.

4097

Spring Preshets Come to Utopia

Protecting public

4098

One on Dr,

Careless driving and automobile
acci dents.

*4099

Jones

The Girl Scout Council

water supplies.

Summer camp sanitation.

Investigates

4101

Mr. MacGregor Does

His Annual

Repair! ng

4103

The importance of periodic physical

examinations.
Summer camp management, activities
and benefits.

Mr. Van Regal Learns About
Sum er Camp s

4104

Mr. Peck Demonstrates Fireworks

Fourth of July and its health hazards.

4107

Jane’s Mother Makes a Mistake

The danger of sunburn and its effect
on a baby show.

4108

A Church is Decorated

Hay fever

-

A

~

its causes and

treatment.

Wedding Complicated

4109

Helen Tells a Story

A play for children

4110

Fun at the Dentist’s

Care of the baby teeth and the

-

health hints.

sixth-year molars.

4111

A County Health Department
Proposed

4112

The Blake s' Vacation Plans

is

Go Awry

Advantages of county organization in
public health work.

Accidental poisoning and precautions
against it.

4113

Charles Brown’s Vacation Car

The value of periodic check-up on
pe r s onal health,

4114

The Reynolds Picnic with the

Suggestions for sensible picnicking
selection of sites, food and drink.

Hunters

-

*

4115-2 Uncle Henry Visits the City

Cleanliness.- personal

and in the

handling of food and eating
utensils.

4116

Grandpa Pepper Visits a Museum

Patent medicines and self-doctoring.

4117

Out of Sight

Mental Hygiene

4119

In Support of the Bond Issue

Arguments for an unemployment relief
bond issue.

4120

Mayor Greene Leads a Merry

Health budgets and the necessity for
maintaining them during depression.

-

Out of Mind

Chase

*

*

the advisability of
facing difficulties rather than
trying to avoid them.
-

4123-2 George and Grandma Find Help

Hard of hearing aids,,

4124-2 A Song in the Tub

Home accidents and their prevention.

4125-2 Unspoiling Janet

Mental hygiene
child management
and the responsibility of parents
-

in child training,-

4126-2 ”In Conference” at the Gas
Station

*

Health budgets; the village wiseheads find a practical example of
the necessity for keeping health
budgets at a safe level.

E-497

The Hunters’

E-498

Mr. Van Regal Begins
Whittling

Mental hygiene- stresses the value
of interesting hobbies in securing mental poise and general
mental health.

E—499 ’Gram” Gets the Wrong Bottle

What should and should not be in a
home medicine cabinet
the

Thanksgiving

"

Overeating; Bobby Hunter’s plans go
awry when he ’’stuffs” on Thanksgiving Bay.

-

danger of keeping unnecessary
drugs, prescriptions and useless
or dangerous ’’trash”.
562

*

563

Abraham Lincoln Helps Sell
Seals

The purpose of the Christmas Seal
Sale and historical background
of the 1935 Seal.

A Shoe on the Other Foot

The necessity for diphtheria inoculation is suddenly brought home
to a thoughtless father.

581

Zeke Gets a Christmas Turkey

The dangers of overeating.

582

The Hunters Clean Up

The prevalence of household accidents
and how they may be avoided,.

583

Rotawanis Sneezes En Masse

The common cold and its transmission*

A-l

Mr. Van Regales Teeth

Hidden causes of rheumatism;
of care of the teeth.

A-2

Dr. J 0nes is Marooned

Pleasures of life in

300

Dr. Jones Switches
Patients

Dangers of neglected colds and importance
of early diagnosis of pneumonia in

importance

the country; health
advantages of outdoor life.

serum

treatment.

301

A Family Food Basket

Nutrition and economical menus.

302

Charles Gets Hungry

Suggestions for handling child feeding

problems.
303

Stitches in Time
and Otherwise

304

A Bluebird Search

"Tonics’*
good and otherwise and futility and danger of self-prescribed
medicines.

305

The Demon Housekeeper

Nervousness due to over-activity in
household duties.

306

Charlie Gets Going

Importance of early diagnosis of cancer
and f,anilities of the State Institute

—

Dangers of neglected colds and importance
of early diagnosis of pneumonia.
-

at Buffalo.
30?

Joey Goes Home

Heart disease

308

Mayor Greene Agrees at Last

A boy convinces his father of the value
of tuberculin tests.

309

Health Officer for a Day

Boys’ and Girls'.’yeek in Utopia -annual
physical examination, eye tests and

-

especially in children.

care of teeth.
310

Something for Nothing

Value and methods of using spring greens
in diet.

311

Father Plays a Leading Role

Mother's Day

the preservation of
mothers’ health and saving of mothers'
-

lives as the real object of
Day.
*

312

Friendly Enemies

Mother's

Information concerning germs and
microbes both dangerous and friendly.

313

Fish for

Supper

Stream pollution and its relation to
safe water for human consumption and

to fish life.

*

314

Sunshine, Plants and a Goat

A walk in the spring sunshine and some
good advice on poison ivy.

315

Eddie Blake Tries to Enlist

Story of a youth who can not join the
Navy because he lacks a clean till of

health; venereal diseases.
316

Experience Teaches

what
Communicable diseases of children
to do when a case appears in the
family.

317

Bothy Writes a Biography

Concerning dedication of memorial to Dr.
Abraham J acoti and his influence on

-

treatment of children’s diseases.

318

Grandpa Fiddles While
Sim Eats

Another case of food poisoning at a
community gathering with lessons on
the care of handling food stuff.

319

Scotty Tries a Camp

The value of summer camps for children
and something on the care to be exercised in their selection.

of His Own
320

Phil and His Mother Make
Plans

Some lessons concerning tuberculosis
and its care and treatment.

321

Johnny’s Fear Vanishes

Good and bad psychology in swimming
instructions.

*

322

Can You Prove It?

What vital statistics mean to the average citizen; importance of having
complete birth and other vital records.

*

323

Rags, Weeds and Ragweed

Ragweed eradication as a means of hay

.

fever prevention
its difficulties
and possibilities.
-

324

Utopia Considers Sewage
Disposal

The leading citizens of the village
discuss the proposed new sewage disposal plant and are finally unanimous
in their approval.

325

D 0 g Days

Facts and fallacies concerning rabies
and ”mad dogs”,

326

No More Chocolates

Elizabeth is at l.ast convinced that her
eating habits are responsible for her
overweight.

327

Bohhy

Goes to

the State Pair

The State 4-H Club Health Contest and
development of the theme that sound
bodies make blue ribbon winners.

328

By Accident

Home accidents as a chief cause of death?
home accidents and their prevention*

329

Tony r s Tomato

School lunches and suggestions as to
their contents, preparation and
arrangement,

330

The Shortest Way Home

Automobile accidents and the danger of
driving while under the influence of
liquor*

331

Sensible Mollie

Diphtheria immunization
a baby dies
and another is saved by her mother’s
-

foresight.
*332

Dr,

Jones Has Something to
Say on Cancer Quacks

Cancer

Quacks*

333

The Great Bear Hunt

Hunting accidents.

334

Joe Is Going to Graduate

Mechanical aids for the hard of hearinglip reading and voice culture classes
in schools*

335

Anahel Can’t Sleep a Wink

Some common sense ideas

concerning

insomnia.
*

*

*

336

Pete Takes Charge

A typical example of the work and place
of a public health nurse in the
community.

337

A Bobble Thanksgiving

Dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning.

338

Boh and Bess Trim the Tree

Sensible celebration of Christmas and
selection of safe toys.

339

A

Good Investment

The value of Christmas seal sales in
tuberculosis work*

340

A Matter of Girth Control

Dr,

341

Uncle Henry Wants His
Dollar Back

Method of operation of eyeglass fakers
and the advisability of securing
competent and reliable advice for
correction of eye faults.

342

An Easy Way to Save Money

Common colds
the danger and financial
cost of neglecting them.

Jones receives a visit from Santa
Claus, and gives him some good, advice
on diet and reducing.

—

343

Sandy MacGregor Loses His
Cratches

Mental Hygiene
formation of behavior
patterns and importance of training
children to think and act for themselves.

344

Soap, Water and Electricity

Home accidents
especially in the bathroom and bathtub.

345

Elizabeth Huns Again

a story of a crippled child
Orthopedics
who is returned to a useful life by

-

-

-

treatment.

modern orthopedic

346

Betty Wins

Social Hygiene

the importance and value
of physical examination before marriage;
-

Wasserman tests.

347

Only a Cold

danger of ignoring common
Pneumonia
colds; scrum treatment for pneumonia.

348

You Can Do Something About It

Cancer

-

exploding some old beliefs on
how cancer occurs, and emphasizing the
importance of early diagnosis and
-

treatment.
349

A Portrait of Washington

the necessity for continuous
Smallpox
attention to smallpox vaccination;
also presents George Washington as
one of the earliest to realize that
public health can be bought,

360

A Horse on Henry

Nuisances (also typhoid fever and carriers)
explodes some theories regarding
nuisances as health menaces.

-

-

351

Zenas Listens to the Doctor’s
Heart

Periodic physical examinations
Mayor
Green is careful of his new car but
neglects his physique until Dr. J 0 nes
rouses him.

352

Bottles, Cans and Sodamints

the futility of worrying over
Fretting
petty details and unimportant things.

353

Seram to Windham

a dramatization of
Pneumonia treatment
a real life story of correct -procedure
good action
in pneumonia treatment
story.

-

-

-

-

354

Uncle Henry’s April Pool

Charlatanism in medicine
quack medicines
and quack doctors, and their methods
and dangers.

355

Help in Geometry
Things

Vision

-

And Other

-

defective vision, its effect on
work and health, and its correction.
-

356-A

Dr. Jones Decides on a
Health Forum

May Day Child Health Day
develops the
proposition that the "best health protection for every child is healthy
and intelligent parents, and that
child health "begins with the grand-

parents.

*357

Betty Goes in Training

Prenatal care of the expectant motherthe part "both mother and father
shoo.Id take in preparing for the
hahy's arrival. Excellent for
Mother’s Day.

358

Two Girls in Shorts

The value of organized summer camps in
providing care, training, education
end amusement for young people.

359

Sammy Boasts of ’’Beads 5

360

Mrs. Johnson Has the Last
Word

cane of the premature
Premature hahies
hahy, emphasizing the great importance
of mother's milk.

361

Courage Marches to Miss
Brown

Lip reading classes for adults provide
a means of renewing counage to a
school teacher whose hearing has
"become defective.

*362

Spring Fever

’

Hits Utopia

—

Rickets
what rickets.is, how the disease is acquired and suggestions for
guarding against it.
-

-

Spring fever and real spring tonics;
also

treats of ivy poisoning.

363

Circus Day in Utopia

careless eating hahits and hot
Diet
weather foods.

364

Mrs. MacGregor Says She's
a Fool

Mental hygiene
popular fallacies
regarding mental hy^eno.

355

Dr,

Fourth of July
the danger of the use
of fireworks; the reasons for and
steps to ho taken to secure a safe
and sane Fourth of July celebration.

366

Three Men in the Same Boat

Jones Launches a Safety
Campaign

-

-

-

Diabetes
some victims of the disease
loam a number of helpful and
encouraging facts.
-

PART II

The recordings on the following pages (yellow) are
Each contains a complete play of THE
HEALTH HUNTERS series. Each also contains a closing announcement concerning the subject matter of the play. Both plays
and closing announcements are general in nature and, unless
otherwise noted, contain no material which is applicable only
to Hew York State.
on 16-inch records.

If the purchaser or rentor does not wish to use
the closing announcement, or wishes to amend it to fit
local conditions more closely, the recording may be stopped
at the end of the play, without using the closing announcement on the record.
To facilitate this, there is a pause
on each record between the play and the closing announcement.
The Hew York State Department of Health will send
to each purchaser or renter of a recording brief mimeographed
radio station announcements used by Hew York stations when
originally broadcasting these programs. These may be amended
The
easily to station announcements for other localities.
Department will appreciate mention in local announcements
as originating source of the plays, but this should not be
considered as a requisite to use of any record.

374

A Date

376

Bess Takes No

377

Never Too Young to

378

Zenas Says It’s Worth It

the importance of
avoiding homo remedies and securing
medical advice in cases of .abdominal
pain, whi ch may b e app end ic it is,

379

It May Be Pneumonia

Emphasizing the necessity for prompt
medical attention in possible pneumonia
cases and immediate typing.

380

Creatures of Habit

The importance of early good habit
training for the baby; with suggestions
to parents as to things to avoid in
child training.

381

Doris Decides

a development of the
Dental hygiene
truth that good health often depends
on good teeth.

382

Billy’s Hunch

Marihuana
use.

383

Fight Cancer With Knowledge

Sound information

With Elizabeth
Chances

Loam

Cancer
the folly of self-diagnosis
and the importance of early treatment.
-

its economic
The common cold
costliness and potential dangers.
-

A neglected cut resulting in infection
presents an opportunety_for emphasizing the importance of early training
in personal cleanliness.

Appendicitis

-

-

-

spread and dangers of its

and advice on cancer;
refers directly to the Women’s Field

Army of the American Society for the
Control of Cancer,

384

Lynn Makes An Appointment

Tuberculosis

-

tuberculin tests,

treatment.

early diagnosis, prompt
385

Grandpa Pepper Finds a

’’Pearl”
386

Trimming the Jib

An amusing and sound lesson in growing
old gracefully.
Jones draws a parallel between
model ship building and child health
development; a May Day
Child Health

Dr,

-

Day play.
387

Never Take a Chance

Prenatal care with special emphasis on
importance of the syphilis blood test
to the expectant mother; a Mother’s Day
play which can be used at any time.

388

Safe at Home

Home accidents and simple things to do
to avoid them.

389

The Doctor’s Slippers

Care of the feet as a means to health,
comfort and ease of mind.

390

Pacing Difficulties

A Memorial Day story with mental hygiene
the troubles that often follow
aspects
failure to face difficulties bravely and
—

resolutely.

391

Summer camps.

Should be selected
through recommendation of responsible
persons or by personal investigation
not chosen from catalogue.

Catalogue Camps

-

392

Stop When the Season is Over

Recommends precautionary measures for
men of 50 or over, with particular
reference to exercise.

393

Jim Peck Dampens His
Enthusiasm

Fireworks,

39^

Sauce for the Gander

Points out the inadvisability of
attempting to reduce except by advice
of physicians. Advertiser of ’’reducing
salts” given unsuspected opportunity to
try effectiveness of his own remedy.

395

Zenas Finds He Can Help

Maternity Care

396

Old Fashioned Doris

Sunburn, Recommends sensible sports
clothes, rather than ”sun suits”. Points
out the danger of over-exposure to the
summer sun.

397

Jennie Dusts the Doctor’s
Office

Hay Fever*

398

Practicing and Preaching

Annual

399

The Old Swimmin’ Hole

Swimming in uninspected pools, possible
source of typhoid fever.

UOO

Postponed Honeymoon

Deals with the procedure under the new
marriage law, with particular reference
to the Wassermann test.

(Appropriate only for

use in

Hew York State or possible states
which have laws requiring premarital blood tests
a waiting period
preceding or following issuance
*»

of marriage

license.)

Suggests celebrating
Independence Day by other means than
fireworks. Through amusing incidents
demonstrates the importance of handling
explosives with care.

importance of early
medical attention for prospective
mothers, with advice for fathers.
-

Ragweed its principal cause.

Other causes mentioned.
preventive measures.

Recommends

physical Examinations,
With
particular reference to eye sight*

Uoi

Toby, the Diplomat

Lighting# Suggests proper lighting
facilities and recommends having the
children's eyes tested at the beginning
of school year*

U02

Hurry

Safety, A play for pedestrians inclined
to rush through traffic. Calls attention

to traffic rules.

U03

When Is A Nuisance Not A
Nuisance

UoU

He Huffed and He Puffed
No Insurance

U05

Sim Says Deer is Dear

hoG

The

Children Shouldn t
!

to Pay

Nuisances* Describes public health
nuisances as distinguished from ordinary
nuisances not the concern of the health
officer.
-

Overweight, Discusses causes and possiheart disease,
ble results of overweight
diabetes, etc.
-

Accidents* Points out precautions to be observed in avoiding hunting
accidents.
Hunting

Have Diphtheria, Brings out deplorable
results of failure to have young children
inoculated against diphtheria.

hoj

True or NT also* 1

hoz

Open Eyes

U09

Money for Nurses

Public Health Nursing,

hio

Girls With Sense

This play reverses usual proTells
story of college girl
cedure*
who dealt with potential cancer.

U11

They l ll Get You If You

The Common Cold, Cites danger of exposure to weather conditions, with
particular reference to older people*

-

Open Ears

Don*t Watch Out 1

kl2

Doris

1

Responsibility

Dental Hygiene, Recommends making regular visits to the dentist a habit.
Defective hearing in school children.
Portrays difficulties of students with
defective hearing and emphasizes need
for periodic examination of eyes and ears.
Points out value
of public health nursing service to
community* Mentions variety of duties
she performs.

Cancer*

Pneumonia,

(Sequel to Ull)

Discusses

pneumonia serum and value of promptness
in its administration.

U13

Aunt Gusty's All right

Carbon Monoxide, Principal idea, is that
persons well aware of dangers of carbon
monoxide poisoning are sometimes its
victims.

414

Billy’s Story

Tuberculosis,
Xmas Seals. Dramatizes
Xmas Seal of 1938, Explains how sale
of seals saves lives.

415

Christmas Phantasy

Toys for Convalescent Children. Describes
suitable toys for children confined to
hospital beds.
Good early Christmas
holiday program.

416

You Never Can Tell

Tonsilitis,

An interview between
a young patient who is
more worried over a pageant than over
her infected tonsils.

"Dr. Jones" and

417

Another New Cancer "Cure"

Cancer. Demonstrates one of the many
methods enployed by quacks who claim to
have cures for cancer.

418

At Her Wits

Nervous exhaustion.
relaxation.

1

End

Recommends rest and

o

419-

No Respecter of Persons

Syphilis, Points out importance of
premarital law requiring Wassermann
tests for syphilis.

420

This Little Pig Went to
Marke t

Uses as subject, sausage
uncooked
containing
pork, as one possibility in the spread of trichinosis.

Two Boys and a Car

Motor Accidents.

421

"

Trichinosis.

fast driving

422

’’Sleep that Knits

-

Stresses danger of
particularly on icy roads.

Sleep. Causes of sleeplessness, both
real and imaginary; the place of rest
and relaxation in "curative treatment"

for the difficulty.

423

Headaches

424

Catch as Catch Can

Measles. Deals particularly with the
danger to the very young children from
this disease.

425

The Milk of Human Justice

Written in the form of a
trial before a Justice of the Peace,
Defendant accused of selling raw milk,

and Other
Headaches
-

Headache. Points out that headache is
a symptom, not a disease and may be the
forerunner of more serious illness.
Advises consulting physician.

Raw Milk.

and selling milk without a permit.

426

Grandpa Pepper Learns About

"Rhcumatiz"

Same as Record #4079, except that it is
designed for a full 15-minute program,
witiitheme music and opening and closing
announcements and, as such, is suitable
only for use in Now York State. However,
it may be used elsewhere in the same way
as all the other records by playing only
tlie dramatic part of the record and substituting station opening and closing
arm. ounc emen t s.

427

Doris "Gets Even"

Teeth,
Emphasizes dental care for
teeth of young children
particularly
the hahy or first teeth.
-

428

Look,

429

Do Admittance

430

Accidents Aren't Cheap

As

Well as Listen

Tuberculosis.

Emphasizes X-ray for
early diagnosis, and danger of contact
with the tuberculous.

Scarlet Eever. Describes the precautions
in care and isolation of scarlet fever
cases.
Home accidents.

Describes certain common,

preventable accidents in the home.
431

Hard to Convince

Child Care. Discusses deleterious effect
of conflict between modern ideas of young
mother regarding child care, and those of
grandmother, with particular reference to
feeding schedules.

432

Colors Count

Emphasizes need for attention to
minor defects in sight, by competent eye
physician.

433

Dangerous Dreams

Drugs.

434

The Hoad to Life

Cancer,

435

Be Readyi

Diphtheria, memorial Day allegory dealtoxoid
ing with diphtheria prevention
inoculation.

Sight.

Warns of danger of taking common
drugs without first consulting physician.

Deals with the dangers of delay
in treatment of skin cancer.

-

436

The Poor Fishj

Obesity. Tolls about the good-natured
fat man who is heading toward dangerous
ills.

437

Whore There's Smoko There's Eire

Fourth of July Accidents. Cites numerous dangers of fireworks, especially
when home made.

438

You Need a Vacation

Suggests planning vacation for
Rest.
rest and recreation rather than strenuous
and unaccustomed sports.

439

Primroses

Ragweed.

440

Keep the Cover On

Typhoid Fever. Points out difficulties
of discovering source of typhoid fever,
particularly in rural sections.

Discusses new law on mowing of
roadside weeds.

441

Sense and Sensitivity

Vacation Hazards, Stresses importance
of avoiding direct rays of summer sun
for extended periods; mentions swimming

”don 1 ts”.

442

Dr,

Jones’ Kind

Camps, Points certain dangers to look
out for in selecting camps for children.

443

Pretty But Poisonous

Poison Ivy; Sumac.
Emphasizes importance of recognizing dangerous poisonous
plants and teaching children concerning

them.

444

Great Things Are Born of
Silence

Rest,

445

Deadly Second Summer

Summer care of babies.

446

Who’s Afraid

Smallpox. Emphasizes need for vaccination of children at early age and at
subsequent intervals.

447

Boh is a Careful Guy

Typhoid Fever, Points out danger of
drinking from roadside streams.

448

The Fifth Wheel

Fatherhood.
Offers suggestions to
young parents.

449

It's No Good

Hay Fever,
Enphasizes particularly the
necessity for general interest in the
destruction of ragweed, the most common
cause of hay fever.

450

Not All Dumbbells Are in
Gymnas iums

Recommends complete relaxation,
quiet, loafing, for frayed nerves, A
vacation play.

Automobile accidents and accident
prevention campaigns. Emphasizes the
dangers of driving when sleepy or

fatigued.

451

Orders is Orders

Rabies,

452

Ready for School

Physical Examinations for School

Contains information relative
to rabies (hydrophobia) and its treatment, and is of particular interest to
parent s of young children.
Emphasizes the importance of
Children,
sending the children to school with
sound bodies.

454

A Murderous Weed

Marihuana. Deals with the danger, from
a health standpoint, of smoking cigarettes made from this plant.

455

Listening for the Deaf

Hearing, Deals with part parents should
play in early discovery of defective
hearing in children.

456

Carrots and Carpets

Home Accidents.
Points out that the
stuplest home tasks can result in

serious accidents.

457

Public Enemy No. 2

Cancer,

Urges early diagncs is and

avoidance of quack remedies.

458

The Invader

Diphtheria.
Emphasizes the need of
early protection against diphtheria
in children, particularly babies of
six months and over.

459

The Spread

The Common Cold,
Depicts how colds
with
pleasure and business;
interfere
emphasizes caution during fall and
winter months.

460

Guardians of Health

Xmas Seals,
Emphasizes necessity
for finding cause of spread of
tuberculosis and importance of Xmas
Seals in procedure for care.

461

On the Job

Red Cross, Uses an airplane crash
as subject for emergency aid by
this organization.

462

Tony’s Souvenir

Eye Injuries

463

Help for Santa Claus

Christmas Toys, Particularly with
reference to suitability as to age,
mentality, environment, etc.

464

Made in America

Brings
Tularemia. (Rabbit Fever)
out methods of handling rabbits as
protection against infection.

465

Fire or Water?

Poisonous Fumes. Deals with carbon
monoxide, dry cleaning fluid, and
fire.

466

A Little Piece of Gingham

Prevention Measures.
Recalls experiences of past with diseases which are
preventable.

467

That’s

Heart Disease, On potential heart
trouble from infected tonsils.

468

Grandpa's Wisdom

Pneumonia. Urges early diagnosis
and most modem treatment.

469

I'm In The Navy Now

Smallpox and Vaccination, Deals particularly with ways smallpox may be
spread, and its control by health
author!ties.

Industrial. Contrasts
old and new conditions as to eye protection in factories.

•

The Worst Of It

-

470

Cabbage for Sric

471

What a

Dame.’

With particular reference to
vegetables in the winter diet, and
their proper cooking.

Food,

Cripples,

Discusses the rehabilitation

of cripples.

472

Priest and Doctor

Syphilis, Deals with the possible
cooperation of priest and doctor in
encouraging early treatment of this

disease.

473

Whoop-laj

Whooping Cough, Deals with isolation
of children who have whooping cough,
or who have been exposed to it.

474

A New Word

Cooperation, Advises careful cooperation of patient with doctor for best
results.

475

The Magic Bag

Public Health Nursing,
Discusses the
services rendered by public health
nurses,
Snphasizes need for increased
nursing service.

476

My Toe Hurts

Climate,
Discusses effects of weather
on health conditions.

477

"

Warning”

Pollution. Sounds a warning to persons
in flood districts. Drinking water
should be boiled to avoid typhoid fever,
dysentery,

478

A Chip Off the Old Block

479-1 Out the Window

etc.

Accidents. Deals with accidents
children frequently suffer from
playing with blasting caps found
around blasting operations.
etc. Uses history of
of
development
sanitation of utensils
as theme and urges cooperation in
enforcement of law regarding methods

Restaurants,

of cleansing.

480

The Sooner the Better

Tuberculosis. Suggests couplete
physical examinations for the young;
emphasizes early diagnosis.

481

The Peas on Why

Cancer,
Designed to dispel some of the
popular fallacies concerning cancer
especially that the disease itself is
hereditary.
-

482

On the Face Of It

Dental Hygiene, Advises prenatal care
and early and periodic care of teeth.
Deals particularly with dentistry for

children.
483

Dog Becomes

Goat

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning. Urges dissemination of knowledge regarding
carbon monoxide and its effects.

484 A Danger Spot

Home Accidents, Deals particularly
with accidents in the kitchen, with
suggestions for avoiding them.

485

Gives advice on spring fever and imag-

Let»s Go Fishing

inary

ills.

486

Health and Happiness

Boys

487

Your Alibi

Automobile Accidents, Relates particularly to need for realization on part
of public of high death rate from automobile accidents and urges caution,
loss speed.

488

Fudge or Fat

Reducing, Deals with food values and
their relation to excess weight.

489

Swimming for Life

Swimming Pools, Advocates municipal
swimming pools, State approved and
inspected.

490

The Blue Coat

Red Cross. Pictures plight of child
in war zone.

491

Dollars to Doughnuts]

Independence Day.

492

The Earlier the Better

Cancer,

493

Beating Around the Bush

Poisonous Plants, with particular
reference to ivy and sumac.

494

Hills for Pills

Vacations. Recommends complete change
of environment at least once a year,
preferably in the spring, for jittery
nerves.

495

Root, Stock cind Barrel

Suggests ways of popularHay Fever,
destruction
of ragweed.
izing

Camps, Advises careful investigation of camps before final choice,
giving consideration to suitable
environment.
1

Explains cause of
tetanus and its connection with explosives such as those used in Fourth
of July celebrations.
Emphasizes modern ideas as to
popular attitude toward cancer as compared with "old fashioned ideas".

496

The

497

A Messenger of

Rabies. Emphasizes importance of
muzzling or restraining dogs during
rabies epidemic.

Dog House

Evil
•

Tells something of the diseasecarrying capacity of the common house
fly.

Flies,

498

Painted Peppers

Food Poisoning, Warns of carelessness
in placing substances not intended for
human consumption where they may be
included with food, by mistake.

499

The Mighty Pen

Birth Certificates. Indicates where
and how to obtain a birth certificate.

500

The Right Turn

Quackery. Talks about mail order
courses in reducing.

501

preparedness

Ready for School. Points out to
parents the importance of sound health
for school children, and annual physical
examination before new term.

502

The Fall of the Year

Falls. Refers to falls from wet lea've s,
a common cause of accidents.

503

Errands and Algebra

Parental Control, Suggests recognition
by parents and teachers of individual
responsibility of high school age
children.

504

Sure Foundations

Feet,
Advises choice of shoes suitable
the
occasion, and proper care of the
to

feet.

505

Walking into Trouble

Accidents. Emphasizes accidents caused
by careless pedestrians.

506

The Right Fuel

Diabetes.

Early diabetes can be con-

trolled through proper dietetic measures.

507

Ho Ghosts Wanted

Diphtheria. Emphasizes the importance
of early immunization against this
disease.

508

Eyes for Ears

Hearing. Advises particularly against
acceptiig mechanical aids without first
having hearing defects diagnosed by
physician.

Ed Learns the Hard Way

Hunting Accidents,
hunters.

Plenty of Angles

Health Education.
Cooperation between
school and home in health projects.

509
510

�

Carelessness among

511

A Dollar From You

Red Cross Enrollment, Describes ever
available help offered to those in
need, made possible in part through
annual enrollment fee of one dollar.

512

Give and Take

The Common Cold, Play which directs
its main emphasis to children and the
idea that colds are "catching”.

513

Biscuits on the Table

Poison,

514

Good Business

Christmas Seals. Emphasizes drive
for eradication of tuberculosis by
1960, the slogan for 1940-41,

515

Truth or Consequences

Automobile Accidents,

Refers to careless handling
of rat poison.

Deals particu-

larly with accidents caused by skidding
on icy roads.

516 A Visit To Santa Claus

Xmas Toys, Advises giving suitable
gifts to children from standpoint of
age and taste.

517

Live and Learn

pneumonia.

518

ITew Years Resolutions

Underweights,

Frequently develops from
common colds. Undue exposure to cold
and storm to be avoided where possible 0
Suggests methods for
gaining weight within general health

limits*

519

Seven Come ElevenJ

Maternal Care, Deals with the fear
of future conditions and their effect
on the children b orn now.

520

Take CareJ

Gas Poisoning. Intended to illustrate
the ease with which carelessness can

bring about disaster.

521

A.-No* 1

Annual Physical Examinations. Their
neglect the cause of disappointing
consequences.

522

The Concert

Story of a young
girl who found satisfaction in musical
talent, in spite of crippling by this

Infantile Paralysis.
disease.

523

February 5

Syphilis, Deals with syphilis as a
communicable disease, with particular
reference to military camps.

52h

Back Home

Influenza* Emphasizes necessity for
care and treatment of early influenza
and colds to avoid complications of
more dangerous diseases.

525

You Can’t Play in My
Back Yard

Measles. Officer O’Malley solves a
case and finds the criminal
measles.

526

A Practical Dream

Home Accidents. A timely warning for
housewives who do '’housecleaning”.

527

Just for Luck

Health Superstitions, Calls attention
to old superstitions on health measures,
which often prevent or delay necessary
medical and nursing care.

528

A Couple of Teeth

Dental Hygiene, Emphasizes the need
for dental care of the first teeth to
avoid facial malformation and possible

-

digestive difficulties.

529

The Five O’clock Train

Cancer,

Curability, necessity for
early diagnosis, useless fears, are

touched upon.

530

The Killer

Appeals to the indifferent to be observant for signs of
tuberculosis and take steps to prevent

Tuberculosis,

its spread.

531

A Letter to Bill

Automobile Accidents. A lesson in the
dangers of ”showing off” with excessive
speed in an automobile.

532

A Strong Defense

Nutrition, as a basis for defense.
Recommends methods of retaining food
value in cooking, and essential variety
and quality.

533

The Hose Garden

Conservation of Eyesight. Points out
the value of good eyesight in everyday
life and need for care of eyes.

53^

Three Wise Women

Cancer Control Month and annual physical
examinations, with the idea that early
cancer and early tuberculosis may be
discovered in time for cure.

535

Alec’s Remedy

Spring Tonics,
Points out the worthlessness of spring tonics and "pick-meups”
particularly sulphur and
-

molasses.

536

Expensive Bahies

May Day, Child Health Day, Built
around the
slogan, "Milk for Every
Child Every Day”,

537

Whooping Cough# A story for children,
pointing out need of isolation and
careful following of doctor’s

Escape

instructions*

538

Caps and Fingers

Explosives* Warns against careless
handling of blasting caps, particularly
by children, or those not familiar with
their explosive nature*

539

M

Infection* Describes simple injury
which may result seriously, and emphasizes necessity for attention before
infection develops*

The Little Foxes Spoil
the

Vines”

5*40

Big Dividends

Milk*

5^1

Cutting Corners

Summer Camps* Recommends carefully
selected camps as aids to the mental,
social and physical development of the

Emphasizes the value of milk as
a food and urges greater consumption*
Written for Milk Month. (June)

child*

5^2

The Mayor’s Vacation

Vacation Precautions. Reminds vacationists of simple precautions which
should be taken to avoid illness and
mishap.

5^3

Three Times and Out

Swimming

Peace and Quiet

Fourth of July# Points out the necessity for general cooperation, if property
destruction and accidents are to be
avoided on the Uth of July*

5^5

Bait, Burns and Blisters

Sunburn*

5^6

It’s Poisonousl

Poison Ivy* Describes the plant, the
result of handling, and treatment*

5^7

Helen’s Appointment

Dental Hygiene* Pertains particularly
to importance of the care of children’s
teeth at an early age*

5^g The Question

5U9

Box

A Couple of Bullheads

Accidents. Deals with
simple accidents which easily result
in loss of life if immediate help is
not available.
-

The discomfort and danger of
over-exposure to the sun.

Answers many questions regarding
diabetes.

Relates to drowning accidents
through carelessness while fishing from
a small boat, on a lake*

Drowning*

550

A Note from Dr, Jones

Rabies,
Misplaced sympathy for pets
sometimes leads to disaster for the
animal and risk to its owner, as is
pointed out in this script.

551

Time to Learn

Farm

Accidents!

Mentions different

forms of farm accidents and the need
for care to prevent them.

552 Before

the Bell Rings

Physical Examinations for School
Children,

553

Grandma* s Bouquet

Hay Fever# Describes ragweed and
explains why it causes hay fever#
Points out that even persons otherwise
well, readily become victims if exposed
to quantities of ragweed pollen.

55^

A "Month Off"

Postvacation,
Discusses vacations in
retrospect and recommends vacations to
suit the taste of the individual, so
far as possible, with plenty of time
for rest and relaxation.

555

The Two-Year Old

Infantile Paralysis, Urges avoiding
panic when rumors of this disease get
about, and mentions methods of
prevention.

556

Rain or Shine

Public Health Nursing, Describes
amusing incidents a public health nurse
sometimes meets in her daily round of
duties.

557

The Fog

Takes up "fog" as a cause of motor
accidents; warns against speeding#

558

What 1 s What

Cancer,

559

A Square Meal

Diet and Nutrition, Advises against
accepting suggestions from neighbors
and friends on the subject of diet.
See your doctor emphasis.

560

The Judge

Defective Hearing, Recommends early
care of defective hearing by competent

Emphasizes particularly early

diagnosis and the effort being made to
persuade the public of the necessity
of genera,! physical examinations#

physician and mentions various methods
of alleviation.

561

Bucks Ain’t Dough

Hunting and Hunting Accidents,
Emphasizes safety rules to follow in
hunting and the handling of firearms.

56U

Time to, "be Fussy

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning* Intended to
describe the type of incident which
occurs commonly and frequently results
in fatalities.

565

The Trouble Shooter

Red Cross Roll Call. Tells story
intended to demonstrate little known
assistance rendered by Red Cross*

566

Adequate Diet

Nutrition. Prepared in particular for
’’Nutrition Fortnight”. Recommends
adequate diet for industrial workers*

567

The Mayor’s Cold

The Common Cold. Ties in nutrition as
a factor in the prevention of colds,
particularly in children.

56s

The Opened Door

Xmas Seals. Emphasizes case-finding as
a means of eradicating tuberculosis.
Built around an incident of case discovery through the Xmas Seal campaign.

569

The Day After Christmas

A X-mas play designed to bring out the
importance of discrimination in the
selection of toys for children of
different ages.

570

’Twixt the Cup and the Lip

Restaurant Sanitation. With the help
of a State inspector, a hot dog stand
’’goes to town” on clean dishes and
glasses.

571

Amended Resolutions

Appendicitis,

572

Let’s Beat Itl

Pneumonia. Intended to emphasize the
importance of immediate attention by
physician and use of new drugs in cure
of this disease.

573

Bandages

Motor Accidents, A picture of what seems
to be in the minds of some motorists,
portrayed in a dream. Emphasis on less
speed to save time.

3jk

Jim’s Preparedness Plans

Nervous Worry, Relates to development of
nervous fear due to war news and its
disastrous effects on excitable tempera-

Warns against laxatives
for stomach or abdominal pain, except
under a physician’s direction.

ments.

575

The Impostor

Cancer Quacks, Story of possible serious
results from accepting advice of cancer
quacks.

576

A Poor Defense

Syphilis, with particular reference to
military camps.

577

A Little Knowledge

Home Accidents* Discusses unnecessary home accidents which take the
doctor’s time and mount up to total
costs of hundreds of thousands of
dollars annually*

57S

The Business Meeting

Reducing*

579

Babies First

Maternal Care* Stresses prenatal
care, using rural surroundings as
locale.

580

Let 1 s Walk

Keeping up to par* Talks about
wisdom of giving attention to general
health, exercise, food, sleep.

58U

Who f s To Blame?

Communicability of Colds. Points out
how colds are spread, danger to young
children with little reserve energy,
costly to all concerned.

585

Heartache]

Heart Disease Fear. Deals with the
mistaken idea that pain in the region
of the heart is necessarily caused by
a defective heart.

586

Dental Defense

Dental Hygiene* Emphasizes early
dental care for later life emergencies#

587

A Poor Start

Eyesight. A reminder that eyesight
should be guarded by care at birth,
by eye specialists later; by parents
for their children all the time.

588

The Photograph Album

Cancer Control* Emphasizes the
dangerous part that fear plays in
cancer control and early diagnosis.

589

Working for Uncle Sam

Diphtheria Immunization* Deals with
the question of diphtheria epidemics
which may be brought about through
new population due to war activities.

590

The Disappointment

Tuberculosis* Deals with imagination
as a factor in tuberculosis control*

591

The Solution

Hurses Aides* A special subject
covered because of emergency need of
nurse’s aides for the duration.

592

A Mess of Eels

Spring Fever* Recommends fresh air,
change of scone for insomnia, and

Points out one of the most
common reasons for overweight and
suggests the remedy.

lass itude.

593

Ho Place Like Home

Home Accidents, Urges that surveys
be made of homes and that common
hazards in and about the home bQ

corrected.

59^

Utopia Has a Blackout

Blackout Accidents, Outlines methods
for preventing accidents in the homo
and on the street during blackouts in
communities.

595

A Big Success

Pood Poisoning, Church Suppers,
Deals with the preparation of food
for serving at church and other
organization suppers and recommends
methods to prevent gastroenteritis,
typhoid fever, etc., following such
occasions.

596

Overall's Ghost

Unusual Accidents. Describes unusual
but not entirely uncommon accidents,
which with a little care can be
avoided.

597

The Long Way 'Round

Blasting Caps, Deals with danger of
handling blasting caps by adults as
well as children, and points out need
for better understanding of these
articles and their dangerous

composition.

59S

The Colonel's Messenger

Milk. Urges more generous use of
milk in every day diet for both
children and adults.

599

Peet Foremost

Poot Wear and Care. The role suitable
shoes play in the relief of painful
feet,

6co

The Lion's Den

Parm Accidents, Deals with accidents
such as stepping on rusty nails;
being pursued by an angry bull, etc.,
common to rural life but preventable
if proper precautions are taken.

6oi

On the Shelf

Poison Ivy, Describes a common stance
of ivy poisoning, methods of treatment
and suggestions for avoiding the plant*

602

Your Own Back Yard

Wartime Vacations, Mentions various
plans for vacations at home, for the
durat ion.

603

A Successful Hunt

Intended to illustrate
the ease with which serious illness
may develop, if otherwise palatable
pork is not thoroughly cooked before
Trichinosis,

eating.

604-

605

Early Opportunities

The Carnival

Cancer. Describes one common
cause of cancer of the mouth
sharp teeth.

-

Health Precautions in Wartime.
Calls attention to various common
precautions, which should be
observed with particular care

during wartime, for maintenance
of normal health.

606 Rho's A

607 The

Hyena?

Inventory

Svrimming. Emphasizes simple
precautions to be taken to make
swimming a healthful and enjoyable
pastime.

Accidents Through Use of Misplaced
Medicine Containers. Points out
possibility of serious and even
fatcl accidents through careless
placing of bottles and boxes
containing various remedies.

608

The Door Key

Nervous Tension. Discusses nervous
tension brought shout by engaging
in an excess of local activities
in the mistaken idea that they are
more important than individual health

609

Keep ’Em Smiling

Annual Physical Examinations for

610

A Dog's Tale

Rabies; False Rumors

611

Manpower

Farm Accidents, Indicates various
ways in which time and energy can
be saved by preventing common accidents around the home and the farm.

612

Eleven 0'Clock

Bicycle Accidents. Reminds those
who have taken to bicycle riding
that serious accidents can easily
occur if traffic rules are not observed and care in riding exorcised.

School Children. Emphasizes need
for examination of school children
annually before starting new school
year, with particular reference to
eyes, teeth, tonsils, hearing, etc.
Recommends
extreme caution in the handling of
unknown dogs, the elimination of
strays, particularly if cases of
rabid dogs have been reported in the
vicinity, and proper medical care
for dogs that are sick but not rabid.
**

613

The Bucket Brigade

Public Health Nursing* Intended to
encourage better home care for children
and the maintenance of already existing
public health nursing staffs for local
service.

6lU

The Sermon of the Tree

Dental Hygiene* Uses tree surgery as an
illustration of the possibilities of
dental care and urges regular trips to

dentist.

615

A Hare Raising Experience

616

Victory Beans

Prevention of hunting accidents through
the proper handling of firearms.
Emphasizes the danger of contracting
tularemia from rabbits and points out
rules that every hunter should follow.
Pood Poisoning*

Brings up points

regarding possibilities of botulism
from eating home-canned vegetables,

not commonly understood*

617

Rejected

Hearing* Advises against neglect of
hearing defects and suggests ways of
augmenting weakened hearing facility.

6lg

Room for Two

Reducing*

Reiterates the simplest
methods for reducing weight
less food,
care in its selection, permanent care in
choice of food*
-

619

The North Pole

The Common Cold* Discusses particularly
methods of spread and resultant loss of
man hours*

620

Kitchen Casualty

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning* Advises care
in making adjustments from oil to coalburning heaters; and proper care of
kitchen cook stoves and heaters, to
avoid carbon monoxide seepage.

621

Better Than Nothing

Pneumonia*

Points out need of conserving
general health to avoid loss of time
during scarcity of available doctors
and nurses, particularly the avoidance
of communicable diseases such as colds
and pneumonia*

622 Keep Awayl

Whooping Cough* Warns against contact
of small children with others having
whooping cough; tells of vaccine now
being used as preventive*

623

Tuberculosis* Annual Xmas Seal Sale.
Brings out necessity for continued
vigilance in control of tuberculosis,
particularly in districts crowded with

The Second Pront

war plant workers*

feu

Betty's Xmas Shopping

Suitable Xmas Toys. Suggests toys
suitable for children of different ages
and advises ahead of time planning to
avoid fatigue and possible resultant

illness.

625

Home Defense

Home

626

The Point of View

Imaginary Ills. Advises against overindulgence in worry and anxiety over
non-existent ailments
particularly
blood pressure and heart disease.

Accidents. Urges more effort in
the removal of home hazards and observation of dangerous practices in everyday living.

-

627

Ivtoe Gets Trimmed

628

The Wrong Hill

Hollowing the Doctor's Orders.
Sliding Accidents

-

Children.

Built

around a scene common in cities where

too little attention is paid to the
setting aside of certain streets for

sliding during the winter months, or
where play is not supervised.

629

Hot Off the Griddle

Trichinosis.

Urges that all pork be
thoroughly cooked, particularly where
it is to be served to large groups where
time may be a factor in the preparation
of

food.

630

The Dark Hoad

631

Smallpox Goes to a Wedding

632

Peace Work

Nurse Hecruitment. (For use in wartime
only) Emphasizes acute need for nurses
in the War Service and advises enrollment in nursing schools in order that
trained nurses may be released for
assignment to war nursing posts.

633

Hot By Bread Alone

Adequate Meals for Industrial Workers,
Points out basic necessities for adequate lunch box meals and advises care
in preparing and packing such meals.

63U

Hoorn for the Newcomers

Dental Hygiene. Early dental care is
contrasted with results of neglect
and delay in visiting dentist.

Venereal Disease. Deals with dangers to
youth living in small communities where
camps and war industries exist.
Smallpox,

Discusses importance of

vaccination of both adults and children
in war plant areas in view of influx: of
workers from points where vaccination
is not enforced.

635

Slips and Slides

Accidents.

636

The Auction

Bed Cross Campaign. Built around an
auction sale as means of raising money
for Bed Cross work in national defense.

637

Waves and WAAC*S

Eyesight* Urges examination and care
of eyes during the early years, with
particular reference to properly fitting
glasses for school children.

638

A Gamble

Home Safety. Describes minor incidents
which often result in major disasters,
such as destruction of homes by fire,
or serious burns for individuals handling

Deals with common home
accidents as compared with those in
factories and war industries*

cleaning fluid.

639

Balanced Accounts

65+0

The

6Ui

A Train of Events

Measles. Urges parents to protect
children under two years of age from
exposure to measles.

6^2

The Three Little Fishes

Accident Prevention.
Conservation of
man power for the war effort by
preventing accidents.

6U3

Danger I

Home Accidents. Mentions common accidents which occur during housecleaning,
and recommends changing the ways people
are accustomed to doing certain things.

6UU

Mayflowers

Smallpox, (May Day-Child Health Day)
Discusses smallpox immunization as
particularly important, for children
over nine months of age, during the war
period when the disease may be brought
in from states where compulsory vaccination is not provided by law.

65+5

The Home Front

Nutrition. Describes many resources
for home meals which are at hand
without cost.

Winneri

Cancer. Discusses the futility of worry
over self—diagnosed cancer but urges
those who have suspicious symptoms to
seek medical advice immediately.
Tuberculosis
Early Diagnosis.
Emphasizes X-ray as best method of
determining existence of tuberculosis;
early diagnosis as essential for cure.
-

6U6

Green Apples

Health Superstitions. Describes
various health fallacies and mentions
the inadvisability of giving credence
to them.

6Uy

The Penalty

Botulism
Home Canning, A reminder
that improperly home-canned food may
be definitely dangerous if the bacteria
known as botulinus develops.

6Ug

Behind the Firing Line

Diabetes,

f,k 9

Voices of Experience

A fantasy calling attention to the
needless waste of life through preventable accidents.

650

Moe’a

Milk,

651

A Poisonous Subject

Poison Ivy. Describes various ways,
not usually thought of, of getting
poisoned from the poison ivy plant*

652

The Pond

Swimming Hazards,

653

Down the River

Vacations,

65^

Dangerous Treasure

Blasting Cap Accidents, Directed
particularly to parents of children
whose play activities may lead them to
the vicinity of construction work and
the possibility of critical injury

Spring Tonic

-

Intended to encourage persons
with early diabetes to follow carefully
the physician 1 s instructions and to
proceed with their normal activities.

A child 1 s story relating to the
value of milk as a dietary need and a
tonic for persons fatigued by long
indoors work during the winter.

A reminder of the
dangers of using unfamiliar ponds and
streams by persons, particularly
children, who cannot swim well.
Enumerates common precautions relating to water, milk, food,
sun, poisonous plants, which should be
observed on vacation trips.

through the handling of blastirg

caps;

655

Keep Your Shirt Onl

Sunburn, Brigs an old danger up to
date by warning Victory gardeners to
take the hot sun in easy stages.

656

The Second Step

Foot Trouble,
Gives a few suggestions
for the relief of the more common foot
troubles and advises careful selection
of shoes before purchase on ration stamp.

657

Zeke in the Dog House

Hay Fever and Ragweed.
Describes the
setting up of a pollen station for determining prevalence of ragweed pollen.

65s

The Scrap

Physical Examinations for Preschool
Children* A child’s play describing
visit of preschool child to doctor’s
office for general physical examination
before entering kindergarten.

659

The Epidemic That Wasn’t

Septic Sore Throat, Emphasizes
relation between septic sore throat
and raw milk*

660

A Box of Trouble

Rabies, Dramatizes an actual case of
men bitten by a rabid squirrel. Points
out the fatal nature of the disease and
the necessity for prompt inoculation*

661

An Ever Present Help

Describes arrangements for maternity
care of wives and infants of service
men under plan approved by Children’s
Bureau, and provided for through
Congressional appropriation allocated
to the different states.

662

Too Many Irons in the Eire

Preventable Eires, Describes situation
which might develop in any kitchen
during canning time* unless precautionary measures are used to prevent fires.

663

Red Lights

Headache e Points out that frequent
headaches usually portend some more
serious difficulty and should be given
attention by physician.

66U

Team Work

Cancer* Refers particularly to cancer
from Jagged teeth; urges early diagnosis and treatment.

665

Working Tools

Dental Hygiene* Deals particularly
with oral hygiene for school and preschool children, especially those
living in rural communities.

666

Calling Sim Earthy

Hunting Accidents,
Urges application
of common sense and care on hunting

trips.

667

Sim Makes a Catch

Measles* Emphasizes the danger of
measles to children under a year of age
and recommends that every effort be made
to prevent their exposure to this

disease.
66g

A Brighter Day

ARMED FORCES MEDICAL LIBRARY

Hearing, Urges persons with defective
hearing to make serious attempt to lead
a normal work life by use of hearing
aids, or lipreading,, and acceptance of
Jobs within their hearing scope.

6£g

The Postponed Wedding

Poisonous Plants. Describes serious
inconveniences that result from handling
poison sumac and poison ivy and emphasizes desirability of recognizing and
avoiding these plants.

670

Sweet Apple Dividends

The Common Cold, Speaks of simple colds
from the point of view of their potential
seriousness and spread to epidemic
proportions.

671

The Annual Dinner

Pood Poisoning, Recommends care in the
preparation of the food served at group
dinners, with particular reference to
the handling of food by persons who may
have skin infections or be disease
carriers.

£72

The Old Clock Huns Down

Heart Strain,

673

Irish Stew

Home Accidents,
Re-emphasis of danger
of using unstable objects to stand on
when reaching for articles on high
shelves; putting up curtains, etc.

67^

The Deal

Suitable Footwear, Emphasizes need for
giving consideration to suitable footwear for wartime duties.

675

The Sound Man

Noise
Sleep, Tells of unnecessary
noise which should be eliminated in the
interest of sleep for ’both day and night
war workers.

676

Not Wanted

Tuberculosis,
Xmas Seals
Tells of
men
Army x-raying of
in the draft and
emphasizes value of early diagnosis

Care to be taken
overstraining a weak heart.

to avoid

-

-

and treatment.

677

Xmas in Bed

Toys for Sick Children, A reminder to
use care and discrimination in choosing
toys for children who must remain in bed
during the Xmas holidays.

67s

The Key

Neurasthenia#

Pictures result of overstrained nerves on person past middle
age who attempts long hours of work with
inadequate

rest.

679

A Quiet Morning

Food Conservation# A reminder that waste
of food is a hindrance to the war effort.

680

Dire and Water

Respiratory Diseases, A reminder to
treat the common cold with respect and
take no chances on developing influenza
and pneumonia,wML ch are more easily
picked up after energy has been depleted.

